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Introduction
Theme of an Alternate World 

● Author Richard Matthews talks of 
fantasy as a literature of 
liberation and what unlocks the 
imagination (Mathews, 2002).

● Since the end of the 19th 
century, the relationship between 
the personality and the work 
created by the artist has been of 
interest (Golomb, 2004). 



Guiding Questions
● In what ways is the theme of 

another world attractive to both 
adults and children

● What attracts me to the theme?  
● How does this theme inform my 

artwork and my art practice?



Methodology 
The Creation of a body of work 
centered around the theme of 

another world

Studio based Self Study
● Series of Drawings
● A Sculpture

Documentation
● Photos and videos of work in 

progress and completed work
● Including sketching, ideation, and 

reflections



Literature Review
Throughout history, the theme of an alternate world has been present wherever we look.

● the creation of fictional works on heroes 
● narratives in religion
● the development of character designs in various modes of entertainment (Hopkins and Lewis, 2009). 

There is no definite date as to when the genre emerged and it is a valid argument to say it coincides with 
the emergence of beliefs. 

Religion:

● The idea of an afterlife or hell and heaven, worlds after death, comes to be believed by the masses. 
● These realms of the living and the dead, and the holy and the secular, have been clearly separated from 

each other by mankind, creating what can be considered as various worlds. 
● These can house gods, demons, and anything one can imagine, which while grounded on faith, religious 

traditions  and beliefs, can bring in the element of fantasy. 



Fantasy 
● Aided in visually representing heaven and 

hell based on ancient descriptions and 
sacred texts. 

● Key to imagination, allows its user to 
target subjects of choice from the 
controversial to the light-hearted, from 
the grounded matters of economics to 
free flowing ideas on sexuality and 
religion (Mathews, 2002).  

● No rules and allows for the humanly 
impossible to take place (imagination, 
defy science)

Some known examples of artwork are Bosch’s 
The Garden of Earthly Delights which depicts 
the imagined afterlife and Monkey King Wreaks 
Havoc in Heaven by Liu Jiyou



The theme of the existence of another 
world or alternate dimension has been 
popular within the art and entertainment 
industry as well as in various other studies 
including and not limited to storytelling, 
film, animation, graphic arts, etc. 

The genre of fantasy is embraced in the 
respective industries for its ability to 
accept and build upon factors that reality 
cannot uphold:

● Monsters
● Extraterrestrial beings
● Mythical creatures
● Etc.

Ex) Yōkai or supernatural monsters and 
spirits in Japanese folklore (Papp, Z., 
2011). 



The creation of fantastical creatures/objects 
are a common presence in various forms of 
entertainment ranging from novels, comics, 
animations, games, and movies. 

Genre of Isekai
● Sub-genre within the fantasy genre
● Japanese anime and manga industry
● Revolves around a character who is 

transported to or from another world, 
either fantasy, virtual, or a parallel 
universe (Definitions for isekai isekai, 
n.d)

Ex) RPG Gaming - Genshin Impact



Data Collection



Documentation
● Photos and videos of work in progress and 

completed work
● Including sketching, ideation, and reflections

Studio Practice
● Home Studio
● Schedule- 1 drawing/week, over 7 

weeks with sculpture produced 
simultaneously 

● Ideas of reality, sequence, and 
falseness were a common thread of 
thought throughout the making of my 
work



The Gallery pt.1-7 Sketches



Artwork

The Gallery pt.1-7
Micron Pen on Paper
12”x 9”
4/27/21

March 11 20-21
Coloraid paper, Plastic, Book 
Board
6”x 4”
3/11/21



The Gallery pt.1-7



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1juULm5OUpFEYR5CpFvA36TVLulHhEiT8/preview


Data Analysis
The series of drawings titled: The Gallery pt.1-7

● Inspired by the presence of an alternate world in comics or novels
● Follow the narrative of a woman who is lured into a gallery, and is beckoned to paint 

the reality she wants in order to escape her current reality. When she does escape, 
another person comes to take her place, repeating the same journey. 

● The viewer can conclude the journey continues in the same fashion as the world is 
passed on from character to character. 

● The escape aspect and constant repetition of a world within a world builds on the 
theme being attractive in the sense that one can connect and invest in the narrative 
and find a mental escape in a similar fashion as to what is visually depicted in the 
sequence of drawings. 

The tunnel book sculpture: March 11 20-21

● References the recent happenings in the world we live in and creates a parallel 
universe of sorts

● Based on 2020 to 2021, living in a pandemic, visually showing the seasons 
transitioning through a frame which is a cut out window

● Scale being 6”x 4”, allows for viewer interaction,  allowing the viewer to have full 
control of what is being seen and how it is experienced. 

● Can be understood as a documentation of the world beyond the window through the 
one year time frame, or be an personal object that serves as a mental escape. 



Findings
The theme of another world is 
attractive to both adults and children.

Main attractions of the theme:

● Fantastical element/freedom of 
creation, option, and opportunity, 
everything is possible

● Idea of escape (Mentally or 
Physically)

● Control

For Adults the theme is attractive in its 
ability to portray: 

● Sexuality
● Politics
● Narratives based on reality/social 

constructs like caste system and 
corruption

For Children:

● Development to create symbols 
as tools to draw connection to 
reality

● Innate ability to imagine 
(imaginary friends)

What attracts me to the theme is 
summed up in the main attractions 
to the theme mentioned previously, 
as well as:

● Ability to play on emotions
● Flexibility and openness of 

topics explored
● Ability to ground concepts in 

reality
● Ability to relinquish control  

The theme informs my artwork and art 
practice as seen through the works 
created.

Drawings:

● Play on emotions of curiosity and 
fear (Fuel character actions, 
serves as motivation)

● Calls to question what is real and 
what is false 

● Reminder that the maker is in 
control 

Sculpture:

● Grounded in actual reality 
(physicality and concept)

● Relatable, viewer is in control 
(symbolic attachment)

● Reflection over specific time, 
allowing for a mental creation of 
alternate universes based on 
experiences



Conclusion
The theme of an alternate world convincingly stems from innate creativity. Its 
roots and origin are not easily pinpointed, yet it has significantly impacted 
and continued to grow across industries and modes of entertainment. After 
creating my work and studying my own process, for me the theme goes hand 
in hand with the urge to create. I daresay every artwork in this world has an 
aspect of an alternate world in it, whether it be the artist’s own vision or 
concept. The work does not necessarily need to have anything to do with 
depicting what is literally an alternate world, rather as viewers, we are 
beckoned to step foot into the artist’s headspace as we look at and make our 
own understanding of the work we see. In that sense, we are always 
embarking on a journey into alternate worlds with our interests guiding our 
field of vision. My interest in the theme is deeply integrated in my artistic 
practice and by making work, I too am partaking in the creation and 
exploration of an alternate world of my imagination. 

Contemporary Art Practices

The World and Its Things in the Middle of Their Intimacy at the Fridman 
Gallery in which contemporary artists showed works that blurred worlds and 
played with the idea of parallel universes. (Knudsen, 2013):

● Ira Eduardovna
● Jay Gould
● Dana Levy
● Sasha Serber
● Robert Lobe
● Lucia Papco 
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